Maternal Energy Allocation to Offspring Increases with Environmental Quality in House Mice
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Abstract: Breeding success generally increases with environmental productivity, but little is known about underlying mechanisms, and such relationships are not quantitatively understood. We studied female mice reproducing across an experimental environmental-quality gradient defined by the amount of wheel running required to obtain a food reward. Measuring energy metabolism with doubly labeled water, we quantified how mice made two key decisions: how much food to earn and how to allocate the energy earned between self and offspring. As environmental quality declined, female foraging effort increased, but not sufficiently to compensate for the increase in foraging costs. In absolute terms, energy allocated to both self and offspring was lower in a poor-quality environment. Moreover, the proportion of gained energy that was allocated to offspring declined with decreasing environmental quality. Environmental effects on reproductive output (total litter mass produced) could be fully explained by energy allocated to milk. Thus, the efficiency with which offspring converted milk energy to tissue growth was independent of environmental quality. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to provide a quantitative explanation, via maternal energy allocation, of the link between foraging costs and reproductive output.
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Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that the abundance of food has notable effects on reproductive output in many animal species (birds: Martin 1987; mammals: Boutin 1990). Less well established are the mechanisms by which these effects arise and the consequences of food abundance for overall food consumption of individuals and populations. Reproductive output requires a large energetic commitment (Gittleman and Thompson 1988; Williams and Vézina 2001; Speakman and Król 2005), and a fundamental prediction from life-history theory is that energy allocation to competing processes—such as foraging activity, maintenance of body tissues, and offspring provisioning—constitutes an optimal solution to the problem of resource limitation (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). Understanding the factors that shape reproductive investment requires an approach integrating environmental conditions with physiological aspects of reproduction (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002; Speakman 2008).

Theoretical studies have emphasized the importance of linking environmental quality with energy allocation to reproduction (Boggs 1992; de Jong and van Noordwijk 1992), and experimental studies exploring this relationship by manipulating environmental quality have documented concurrent changes in reproductive output (i.e., wild mice Peromyscus maniculatus and Mus musculus: Perrigo 1987; zebra finches Taeniopygia guttata: Lemon 1991; Palestine sunbirds Nectarinia osea: Markman et al. 2002). However, these studies did not make a mechanistic link between environmental quality and energy allocation to reproduction. Thus, it is not clear exactly how, in a quantitative sense, improved foraging conditions enhanced reproductive success. This issue can be addressed by studying maternal energy allocation in situations where foraging costs per reward differ (i.e., in habitats of different quality). Mammalian breeding is an interesting model for investigating this problem, because reproductive effort is fully quantifiable on the basis of maternal energy intake and milk production (Daan et al. 1991; Sikes 1995).

We set out to understand the mechanism underlying the relationship between environmental quality and reproductive output by quantifying energy allocation of re-
producing female mice across an environmental-quality gradient. Environmental quality was defined as the foraging effort required to obtain a food reward. In figure 1, we provide a schematic overview of the array of possible solutions to two key decisions faced by lactating female mice: (1) how much to forage to obtain food (top two rows) and (2) how to allocate the energy they earned between self and offspring (bottom two rows). They can adjust their foraging effort (fig. 1, top row) to different degrees to obtain either lower, equal, or higher gross gains (fig. 1, second row). Given the energy spent on activity and the resultant gain, they are faced with the decision of whether to allocate resources with priority to themselves (fig. 1, third row) or to their offspring (fig. 1, bottom row) or to adopt some form of intermediate compromise. The foraging activity depicted at the top and the subsequent allocation decisions shown at the bottom of the figure directly influence maternal daily energy expenditure (DEE) and energy allocation to reproduction (in mammals: milk energy output [MEO]). DEE incorporates both body maintenance costs and the costs of foraging activity (dashed lines).

These schematic models illustrate that, within their range of behavioral responses to environmental conditions, animals can choose a continuum of metabolic strategies ranging from no compensation to overcompensation. The latter case is predicted when animals increase activity to obtain enough energy to cover the metabolic demands of that activity. Furthermore, prior studies have found that nonbreeding mammals and birds increase activity with rising foraging costs but, with one exception (Wiersma et al. 2005), to a level insufficient to maintain their energy intake (reviewed in Wiersma and Verhulst 2005; Vaanholt et al. 2007; Schubert et al. 2008). This makes it reasonable to expect that breeding animals will follow an intermediate strategy of “partial compensation” for elevated foraging costs (i.e., show behavior intermediate between the first two columns of fig. 1).

We empirically evaluated these allocation models by manipulating foraging costs per food reward (hereafter termed simply “foraging costs”) in reproducing female laboratory mice from the third week of gestation through weaning. We measured the reproductive consequences of foraging-cost variation, quantifying litter size, growth, and survival. We further dissected maternal energy allocation to foraging activity plus somatic maintenance, on the one hand, and energy provided to offspring as milk, on the other hand. This was done using simultaneous measurements of total energy intake (on the basis of food consumption) and daily energy expenditure (using the doubly labeled water method; Speakman 1997); the difference between the two provided an estimate of the energy allocated to milk (Król and Speakman 2003). We further determined

the proportional investment in self versus offspring and verified that integrated estimates of milk production explained variation in litter growth. Our approach explores the metabolic underpinnings of reproductive consequences of environmental quality, which are of fundamental importance to the evolution of life-history trade-offs.

Material and Methods

Animals and Housing

Female mice (Mus musculus domesticus, outbred Hsd: ICR[CD-1] strain) were kept as described by Schubert et
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al. (2008). Briefly, they were individually housed in Plexiglas cages (20 cm × 20 cm × 30 cm) with plastic running wheels (14 cm in diameter; code 0131 Savic, Kortrijk, Belgium), at 21° ± 1°C (artificial 12L : 12D cycle, lights on 1100 hours GMT + 1) and weighed daily ∼1 h before lights out. Food pellets (TestDiet 5TUM/PJAI, Sandown Chemicals, Hampton, UK) were either given ad lib. or dispensed at a fixed reward ratio in response to wheel running (Series 3 Programmable Controller, General Electric; Med Associates Pellet Dispenser ENV-203, Sandown Scientific, Hampton, UK). In a sense, all mice were fed ad lib. regardless of treatment, because they were free to eat or work for food whenever they chose. Wheel-running activity (measured in revolutions [rev]) was logged in 2-min activity bins with a computerized event-recording system (ERS). All animal care and treatment procedures were in accordance with Dutch regulations (University of Groningen DEC license 4484A).

Experimental Design

We selected female mice that had successfully bred once in the experimental cages. Ad lib., nonbreeding food intake and spontaneous wheel-running activity were measured for 1 wk. With these data, we calculated each animal’s “baseline reward rate” (rev pellet⁻¹) from spontaneous wheel-running activity (mean ± SE = 168 ± 9 rev pellet⁻¹) divided by ad lib. food intake. To prevent pup killing due to stress, we trained animals to run for pellets before the experiment; they were given a 10% daily increase in foraging costs per reward until they reached 150% of baseline, followed by a recovery week with ad lib. food. Two weeks after pairing with a male (i.e., during the final week of gestation), females were put on an experimental regime if they had gained at least 5 g in body mass. Mice were randomly assigned to four groups with different foraging requirements (initial n = 7 per group) based on their individual baseline reward rates: A, fed ad lib., with access to a running wheel; L, foraging at a reward rate one-third of baseline; M, foraging at two-thirds of baseline; H, foraging at baseline. They stayed on these regimes until litters were weaned, 19–22 days postpartum. For ethical reasons, if a female or litter lost more than 2 g in a day, it was given extra food (∼3 g). Some females did not produce viable litters or there were technical problems interfering with data collection; in five of seven instances, these litters died before day 2. In the data analysis, we used only females with litters surviving the first week of life (analyzed sample sizes per group: A = 6, L = 6, M = 4, H = 5). The ranges of foraging costs (rev pellet⁻¹) for these individuals were 0 for A, 49–85 for L, 97–138 for M, and 105–212 for H.

Metabolic Measurements

We measured the daily energy expenditure (DEE, kJ day⁻¹) of females at peak lactation (day 17 ± 1) with the doubly labeled water (DLW) method (Lifson and McClintock 1966; Speakman 1997), as described by Schubert et al. (2008). Briefly, animals were weighed to the nearest 0.1 g and injected intraperitoneally with ∼0.1 g of enriched water (37.6% 2H and 60.6% 18O). Duplicate 15-µL samples of tail-tip blood were collected in flame-sealed glass capillary tubes after a 1-h equilibration period (“initial”) and 24 h later (“final,” in triplicate). 2H/H and 18O/16O ratios in blood samples were measured by mass spectrometry at the University of Groningen’s Center for Isotope Research. The rate of CO₂ production for each animal was calculated from Speakman’s (1997) single-pool model equation (7.17). CO₂ production was converted to energy expenditure assuming an energetic equivalent of 22.0 kJ L⁻¹ CO₂.

We measured the resting metabolic rate of the females when the pups were 16 ± 1 days old, using the open-flow respirometry system described by Oklejewicz et al. (1997) and Schubert et al. (2008). Our protocol was modified to measure animals at 30° ± 1°C (thermoneutrality) for 3–4 h, ending at least 1 h before the start of the active circadian phase; females did not have access to food or water, and their litters remained in the home cage. These are the same conditions typically used to characterize basal metabolic rate and are the accepted standard for lactating mice (Johnson et al. 2001b), because they allow for short measurements on the mother without harming the offspring. Metabolic rate (MR, kJ h⁻¹) was calculated from O₂ consumption and CO₂ production by using the formula of Romijn and Lokhorst (1961). The MR decreased over time and usually reached a stable minimum after 3 h. We defined the resting metabolic rate at peak lactation (RMR, kJ h⁻¹) as the lowest value of a 30-min running mean of MR. Metabolizable energy intake (MEI) was the gross energy intake (18.16 kJ g⁻¹) multiplied by a standard assimilation efficiency (80.8%; Johnson et al. 2001a). Milk energy output (MEO) was estimated from the difference between MEI and DEE (Kröl and Speakman 2003). This reference method of MEO determination, the results of which are strongly correlated with the litter energy budget under ad lib. conditions, is the best empirically validated technique available (Kröl and Speakman 2003).

Data Handling and Statistical Analyses

We analyzed data using Statistica 6.1 (StatSoft, Tulsa, OK), after checking for normality and arcsine-transforming proportional measures to sin⁻¹(yn/2). Two-tailed P values of ≤0.05 were considered statistically significant. We compared treatment groups by using ordered heterogeneity
tests (OHTs; Rice and Gaines 1994). This test extends heterogeneity tests such as ANOVA to increase statistical power when treatment categories are ordered, information that is not used in an ANOVA. It combines the \( P \) value from the heterogeneity test with a correlation calculated between the treatment ranks and the ranks of the response variable means for the different treatments. Formally, significance is evaluated by using the composite test statistic \( r P_c \), where \( r \) is the Spearman correlation between group means and the treatment ranks and \( P_c \) is the complement of the \( P \) value from the ANOVA \((1 - P_{HT})\). We used the graphs provided by Rice and Gaines (1994) to determine the two-tailed \( P \) values associated with the \( r P_c \) statistic for four ordered treatment groups. Additional covariate analyses were performed with general linear models (GLMs), beginning with linear predictors and checking for significant quadratic effects. To test whether our linear models dealt completely with variation between foraging-cost groups, we then tested whether the addition of a group factor significantly improved the fit of our models.

All means are shown with their standard errors. Data were analyzed at day 0 (parturition), peak lactation (mean days 13–16), or over the entire breeding period (days 0–18). Variables representing the entire breeding event were integrated by taking the sum of daily changes (e.g., cumulative growth of all pups in a litter) or the difference between day 0 and day 18 (e.g., change in litter mass). In addition to measuring MEO directly at peak lactation (described above), we modeled MEO for the entire reproductive period. In doing so, we assumed DEE to be predicted by body mass throughout lactation; all energy used for growth (body remodeling) and milk biosynthesis is subsumed within the DEE, which limits our assumptions to this single parameter. We used daily mass records and the predictions from equations relating metabolism to mass at peak lactation to back-estimate daily metabolic parameters (RMR, DEE) over the entire breeding period;

Figure 2: Growth trajectories from birth to day 18 postpartum for litters of female mice experiencing varying foraging costs per reward. Symbols indicate maternal foraging costs: none (ad lib. feeding; A, circles), low (L, triangles), medium (M, squares), or high (H, diamonds). Data points are daily measurements beginning at day 0 (top left corner). Bars show SE for litter size and average pup mass.

Figure 3: Development of activity (A), food intake (B), and body mass (C) of female mice faced with varying foraging costs per reward during reproduction. Symbols indicate groups experiencing ad lib. feeding (circles) or low (triangles), medium (squares), or high (diamonds) foraging costs. Data in the left-hand panels show mean nonbreeding values in the week before pairing. Bars indicate SE.
total MEO was similarly estimated by subtracting estimated daily DEE from daily MEI.

**Results**

**Reproductive Output**

The experimental increase of foraging costs (per reward) drastically decreased reproductive output (fig. 2). At birth, there was already a negative association between foraging costs and litter mass (OHT: $F_{3,15} = 3.58$, $r_P = 0.77$, $P < .05$), due largely to lower average pup mass (OHT: $F_{3,15} = 5.14$, $r_P = 0.99$, $P < .0001$), without a significant contribution of birth litter size (OHT: $F_{3,15} = 1.37$, $r_P = 0.57$, $P > .1$). Subsequent pup mortality increased with rising foraging costs, which led to a strong reduction in litter size by day 18 (OHT: $F_{3,17} = 7.96$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$). Pup and litter mass at day 18 also decreased with rising foraging costs (OHT, pup mass: $F_{3,17} = 3.53$, $r_P = 0.77$, $P < .05$; OHT, litter mass: $F_{3,17} = 29.06$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$). (group A) showed almost no wheel-running activity at peak lactation (days 13–16), while the other groups dramatically elevated their activity (fig. 3A; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 67.60$, $r_P = 0.80$, $P < .02$). The three groups that had to forage for food spent, on average, more time running than ad lib. females (calculated from the proportion of ERS bins showing activity: $A = 2.6 \pm 0.6$, $L = 11.7 \pm 0.5$, $M = 12.4 \pm 0.8$, $H = 12.0 \pm 0.4$ h day$^{-1}$; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 63.86$, $r_P = -0.80$, $P < .02$). Food intake declined with increasing foraging costs (fig. 3B; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 37.03$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$), as did body mass gain (fig. 3C; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 29.20$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$). High foraging costs reduced both total maternal energy intake and expenditure (fig. 4). At peak lactation, MEI, MEO, DEE, and RMR all scaled negatively with foraging costs and positively with body mass; the relationships between the various energy turnover measures and mass were statistically explained by linear or quadratic effects of predictor variables (table 1). Adding group as a factor did not increase the variance explained by these models significantly (table 2), except in the case of both models for RMR.

**Maternal Responses: Foraging Effort, Body Mass, and Energy Expenditure**

To understand the reproductive consequences of environmental quality in energetic terms, we first quantified the effect on foraging effort and food intake. Mice fed ad lib. (group A) showed almost no wheel-running activity at peak lactation (days 13–16), while the other groups dramatically elevated their activity (fig. 3A; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 67.60$, $r_P = 0.80$, $P < .02$). The three groups that had to forage for food spent, on average, more time running than ad lib. females (calculated from the proportion of ERS bins showing activity: $A = 2.6 \pm 0.6$, $L = 11.7 \pm 0.5$, $M = 12.4 \pm 0.8$, $H = 12.0 \pm 0.4$ h day$^{-1}$; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 63.86$, $r_P = -0.80$, $P < .02$). Food intake declined with increasing foraging costs (fig. 3B; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 37.03$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$), as did body mass gain (fig. 3C; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 29.20$, $r_P > 0.99$, $P < .0001$). High foraging costs reduced both total maternal energy intake and expenditure (fig. 4). At peak lactation, MEI, MEO, DEE, and RMR all scaled negatively with foraging costs and positively with body mass; the relationships between the various energy turnover measures and mass were statistically explained by linear or quadratic effects of predictor variables (table 1). Adding group as a factor did not increase the variance explained by these models significantly (table 2), except in the case of both models for RMR.

**Energy Allocation to Self and Offspring**

The proportion of DEE allocated to RMR decreased with rising foraging costs ($A = 0.37 \pm 0.01$, $L = 0.27 \pm 0.01$, $M = 0.32 \pm 0.02$, $H = 0.27 \pm 0.01$; OHT: $F_{3,17} = 14.45$, $r_P = -0.80$, $P < .02$), while at the same time, the pro-
portion of MEI allocated to DEE increased (A = 0.40 ± 0.02, L = 0.48 ± 0.02, M = 0.57 ± 0.05, H = 0.72 ± 0.10; OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 7.00, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \)). Mass-specific RMR (kJ day\(^{-1}\) g\(^{-1}\)) at peak lactation declined with rising foraging costs (OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 18.35, r_P = -0.80, P < .02 \)); however, there was no effect on mass-specific DEE (kJ day\(^{-1}\) g\(^{-1}\); OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 0.64, r_P = -0.40, P > .1 \)). Females with high foraging costs had average peak RMR and DEE of only 50% and 66% that of ad lib. animals, respectively.

At peak lactation, milk energy output was strongly correlated with litter size, litter mass, and average pup mass (fig. 5). Cumulative energy allocation to offspring over days 0–18 declined with rising foraging costs (fig. 6, bottom; OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 26.72, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \)), to a greater extent than integrated measures of DEE and RMR (fig. 6, bottom; OHT, RMR: \( F_{1,7} = 48.00, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \); OHT, DEE: \( F_{1,7} = 12.29, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \)). Litter growth closely paralleled patterns of energy allocation (fig. 6, top).

Overall, there was a strong link between foraging costs, energy allocation to reproduction, and offspring growth. MEO relative to MEI declined with increasing foraging costs, both at peak lactation (A = 0.60 ± 0.04, L = 0.52 ± 0.03, M = 0.43 ± 0.10, H = 0.28 ± 0.19; OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 5.98, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \)) and over the entire reproductive period (A = 0.57 ± 0.02, L = 0.47 ± 0.04, M = 0.44 ± 0.04, H = 0.32 ± 0.07; OHT: \( F_{1,7} = 18.70, r_P > 0.99, P < .0001 \)). Total litter growth scaled linearly with total MEO (fig. 7). We defined litter growth efficiency as the energetic content of growth per milk energy input, assuming a value of 8.95 kJ g\(^{-1}\) for pup biomass (Johnson et al. 2001a). Growth efficiency (pup biomass energy yield over milk energy) integrated over days 0–18 was inde-
Figure 5: Relationship between milk energy output and litter characteristics at peak lactation. Litter data are means averaged over days 13–16 postpartum. Symbols represent litters for mothers facing ad lib. conditions (circles) or low (triangles), medium (squares), or high (diamonds) foraging costs per reward. Milk energy output significantly predicted litter size ($y = 0.034x + 4.96, R^2 = 0.49, F_{1,19} = 18.40, P = .0004$), litter mass ($y = 0.30x + 15.35, R^2 = 0.82, F_{1,19} = 87.46, P < .0001$), and average pup mass ($y = 0.01x + 3.89, R^2 = 0.44, F_{1,19} = 14.99, P = .0011$).

Deteriorating environmental quality led to a reduction in energy intake, the largest share of which came at the expense of energy allocated to milk production (fig. 6). This is in qualitative agreement with what one would expect, since the total energy budget has to be divided between self and offspring, and energy available for reproduction is the surplus after maintenance and activity have been provided for. The reduced milk production in low-quality environments fully explained the environmental effect on reproductive output, in the sense that there was no evidence of additional environmental effects (fig. 7). Thus, our data explain the link between environmental quality and reproductive output via maternal foraging effort and resource allocation.

Pups rely entirely on maternal milk as their energy source, and total litter energy budget correlates well with MEO (measured with respirometry at 30°C; Król and Speakman 2003). We found that the efficiency of milk energy conversion to offspring mass was independent of environmental quality (fig. 7), suggesting that proportional energy use for growth by the offspring was independent of the amount of energy received. This is interesting, given that pup growth, like maternal milk production, relies on surplus energy available after maintenance and activity are provided for. Consequently, when the amount of energy pups receive is low, one would expect them to spend a smaller proportion of the total energy available on growth. Moreover, it seems intuitively likely that factors such as the number and mass of the pups, which varied with environmental quality (fig. 2), would influence energy requirements for maintenance and activity and thereby affect

**Discussion**

Breeding animals confronted with an increase in foraging costs face two decisions: (1) how hard to work for their food and (2) how to divide the energy they earn between self and offspring. We found that lactating female mice increased foraging effort in response to declining environmental quality (fig. 3A) but that this increase in foraging effort was not sufficient even to maintain food intake (fig. 3B), let alone to recoup the extra energy spent on foraging. With regard to the allocation models in figure 1, we therefore conclude that females followed a strategy of partial compensation for poor environmental quality. This result is in broad agreement with earlier findings in nonreproducing birds and mammals (see Wiersma and Verhulst 2005 for an overview).

Trade-offs between investment in self and offspring are a basic precept of life-history theory (Williams 1966; Roff 1992), but they are not easily quantified, and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to dissect maternal energy allocation in response to foraging-cost variation in a breeding animal. Deteriorating environmental quality led to a reduction in energy intake, the largest share of which came at the expense of energy allocated to milk production (fig. 6). This is in qualitative agreement with what one would expect, since the total energy budget has to be divided between self and offspring, and energy available for reproduction is the surplus after maintenance and activity have been provided for. The reduced milk production in low-quality environments fully explained the environmental effect on reproductive output, in the sense that there was no evidence of additional environmental effects (fig. 7). Thus, our data explain the link between environmental quality and reproductive output via maternal foraging effort and resource allocation.

Pups rely entirely on maternal milk as their energy source, and total litter energy budget correlates well with MEO (measured with respirometry at 30°C; Król and Speakman 2003). We found that the efficiency of milk energy conversion to offspring mass was independent of environmental quality (fig. 7), suggesting that proportional energy use for growth by the offspring was independent of the amount of energy received. This is interesting, given that pup growth, like maternal milk production, relies on surplus energy available after maintenance and activity are provided for. Consequently, when the amount of energy pups receive is low, one would expect them to spend a smaller proportion of the total energy available on growth. Moreover, it seems intuitively likely that factors such as the number and mass of the pups, which varied with environmental quality (fig. 2), would influence energy requirements for maintenance and activity and thereby affect...
Figure 6: Reproductive output and maternal energy allocation. Top, rising foraging costs per reward decreased the rate of litter growth (LG, filled circles) over time. Litter mass (LM, open circles) increased more slowly under elevated foraging costs. Bottom, increased foraging costs altered maternal energy allocation. Maintenance costs represented by daily energy expenditure (DEE) and resting metabolic rate (RMR) decreased; milk energy output (MEO) was drastically reduced. Energetic estimates are derived from daily measurements of maternal food intake and body mass. On the critical assumption that mass-energy scaling remained constant throughout reproduction, we used regression equations for DEE and RMR versus body mass at peak lactation (see table 1 for equations) to predict energy requirements of each animal on a daily basis. The upper boundary of the shaded area represents metabolizable energy intake (MEI), the dark gray shaded area represents RMR, and the sum of the two gray areas represents DEE. MEO is the difference between MEI and DEE, equivalent to the surplus energy available for transfer to offspring as milk.

milk energy conversion efficiency. Our estimates of growth efficiency suggests that, regardless of maternal foraging treatment, pups convert ~21% of the energy they obtain to body growth and spend the rest on their own metabolic maintenance, thermoregulation, and activity. Regardless of the mechanism, the finding that the efficiency of milk energy conversion to offspring mass was invariant with respect to environmental quality makes our results more general. In our study, foraging conditions changed late in pregnancy, and hence females had little opportunity to adjust litter size to foraging conditions. The invariant milk energy conversion efficiency suggests that our conclusions regarding litter mass production are, in fact, largely independent of whether the opportunity for litter size adjustments was available. On a practical level, the invariant milk energy conversion efficiency implies that the milk energy output can be inferred directly from litter growth. This may greatly facilitate the future study of mammalian reproductive effort, although further work is obviously needed to establish how general this finding is.

It remains unclear why animals faced with high foraging costs did not compensate fully by increasing their activity and elevating total energy expenditure to “pay” for this activity (Wiersma et al. 2005). Breeding females were clearly motivated to run when necessary, since they spent much more time running when environmental quality deteriorated. It is possible, however, that animals encountered constraints limiting their running activity, since females in the high-foraging-cost group (H) did not run more than those in the intermediate-cost group (M).
faced with ad lib. conditions (of daily MEO values. Symbols represent individual litters of mothers (MEO) and total litter growth from day 0 to day 18. MEO is the sum milk, as illustrated by their increase in mass (i.e., figs. 3 in tissues necessary for metabolizing food and producing and under ad lib. circumstances, female mice invest heavily that breeding animals restrained themselves to avoid pay-
history context, we can interpret our results as evidence and hence future reproductive output. Thus, in a life-
Svensson 1996; Wiersma and Verhulst 2005; immune func-
tion—classically defined as the proportion of total energy allocated to reproduction (e.g., Hirschfield and Tinkle 1975)—is reduced when environmental quality is poor. Thus, in natural populations, we would predict that an increase in foraging costs would result in a dispropor-
tionate decrease in reproductive output.
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Figure 7: Estimate of the relationship between total milk energy output (MEO) and total litter growth from day 0 to day 18. MEO is the sum of daily MEO values. Symbols represent individual litters of mothers faced with ad lib. conditions (circles) or low (triangles), medium (squares), or high (diamonds) foraging costs per reward. The regression line (\( y = 0.022x \)) was drawn through the origin because the intercept did not deviate significantly from 0 (general linear model: intercept = 3.76 ± 3.18, df = 20, t = 1.18, P = .25; slope = 0.021 ± 0.001, df = 20, t = 13.99, P < .0001, \( R^2 = 0.91 \)).

While mice fed ad lib. spent, on average, only 10% of their time in the running wheel, females in the other groups spent ~50% of their time in the wheel. Sleeping, suckling/warming young, and grooming are among the many activities likely to limit the time available for wheel running each day. Such constraints may explain why animals faced with high foraging costs did not increase their foraging effort further. In addition to constraints, optimality con-
siderations could explain why females did not increase foraging effort even more. For example, why did mice in the L group run less than those in the M and H groups (fig. 3), despite the fact that their litters developed less well when compared to litters of animals that did not have to work for food (fig. 2)? Not all reproductive effort should be worth the cost to parents, because altered allocation during breeding could reduce investment in necessary maintenance processes (i.e., protection from oxidative stress: Wiersma et al. 2004; somatic repair: Nilsson and Svensson 1996; Wiersma and Verhulst 2005; immune function: Sheldon and Verhulst 1996; Deerenberg et al. 1997) and hence future reproductive output. Thus, in a life-

Mammalian lactation relies on high energy throughput, and under ad lib. circumstances, female mice invest heavily in tissues necessary for metabolizing food and producing milk, as illustrated by their increase in mass (i.e., figs. 3C, 4B). When faced with high foraging costs, experimental animals compensated by investing less in the body mass increases necessary for milk production. This can be partially viewed as an energy-saving strategy, since a smaller body requires a lower resting metabolism. However, such savings are also necessarily associated with decreases in milk production. When maternal body mass was corrected for, the effect of foraging costs on DEE all but disappeared, while the declining effect on MEO was still present. This further confirms that the offspring have to bear the burden of the reduction in maternal energy budget in poorer environments. Our allocation results show that maternal ef-
fort—classically defined as the proportion of total energy allocated to reproduction (e.g., Hirschfield and Tinkle 1975)—is reduced when environmental quality is poor. Thus, in natural populations, we would predict that an increase in foraging costs would result in a dispropor-
tionate decrease in reproductive output.
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